We have performed the first-principles calculations to study the elasticity, electronic structure, and magnetism of InNCo 3 and InNNi 3 . The independent elastic constants are derived from the second derivative of total energy as a function of strain, and the elastic modulus are predicted according to the Voigt-Reuss-Hill approximation. Our calculations show that the bulk modulus of InNCo 3 is slightly larger than that of InNNi 3 due to a smaller lattice constant for InNCo 3 . For InNCo 3 the ferromagnetic state is energetically preferable to the paramagnetic state, while the ground state of InNNi 3 is a stable paramagnetic (non-magnetic) state. This is due to the different strength of 2p-3d hybridization for the N-Co and N-Ni atoms in InNCo 3 and InNNi 3 .
I. INTRODUCTION
The ternary nitrides or carbides with the general formula AXM 3 ( A: divalent or trivalent element; X: carbon or nitrogen; and M: transition metal) are already known for several decades [1] [2] [3] . These compounds crystalize in a cubic anti-perovskite structure (A: cube-corner position; X: body-center position; M: face-center position) and exhibit a wide range of interesting physical properties 1 , such as giant magneto-resistance 4 and nearly zero temperature coefficient resistivity 5 . They have renewedly attracted considerable attention due to the discovery of superconductivity at ∼8 K in intermetallic compound MgCNi 3 6 .
Considering the Ni-rich composition, it is expected that the ferromagnetism could exist in MgCNi 3 . However, the absence of ferromagnetism was observed in experiment 6 for MgCNi 3 .
From the electronic structures obtained by the first-principles calculations [7] [8] [9] [10] , the nonferromagnetic ground state of MgCNi 3 is ascribed to a reduced Stoner factor that results from a strong hybridization between the Ni-3d and C-2p electrons. For other Ni-based ternary carbides ACNi 3 (e.g., A = Al, Ca, In, Zn, and Cd), the first-principles calculations 10-14 also
show that the ground states of these compounds are non-magnetic and the C-Ni bonding exhibits nearly same characteristics as the one in MgCNi 3 . Therefore, this indicates that the change of composition A could not induce the ferromagnetism in ACNi 3 . On the other side, it raises a question whether the change of composition X or M can lead to the appearance of ferromagnetism in AXM 3 or not.
Very recently, the antiperovskite-type compounds InN y Co 3 and InN y Ni 3 (y ∼ 1.0 and 0.8, respectively) have been synthesized by solid-gas reactions of metal powders with NH 3 and they have been reported to have spin-glass-like properties based on the measurements of temperature dependence magnetization. 15 The recent first-principles calculations 12 showed that the non-stoichiometry could affect the magnetic properties of ACNi 3 (e.g., AlCNi 3 and GaCNi 3 ) and suggested that the tendencies toward magnetism found in experiments [16] [17] [18] [19] for these compounds should be explained by the deviation of the Ni/C atomic ratio from the ideal stoichiometry. To shed more light on the understanding on the magnetic properties of InNCo 3 and InNNi 3 reported in experiment 15 , it is of great importance to theoretically study the electronic structures of these two compounds as well as the nature of the N-Co and N-Ni bondings.
In order to completely understand the electronic structures and magnetic ground states of InNCo 3 and InNNi 3 with cubic anti-perovskite structure, we carried out the first-principles calculations on these compounds using the pseudopotentials method with plane-wave basis set within the local density approximation and the generalized gradient approximation. Since the elastic properties of a solid are highly associated with various fundamental solid-state properties such as phonon spectra, specific heat, Debye temperature, and so on, we have calculated the independent elastic constant and the elastic moduli of InNCo 3 and InNNi 3 .
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
All calculations on antiperovskite-type InNCo 3 and InNNi 3 were performed using the Quantum ESPRESSO code 20 , which is based on the density functional theory (DFT) 21 .
The electronic exchange-correlation potential was calculated within the local density approximation (LDA) 22, 23 and the generalized gradient approximation using the scheme of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) 24 . The spin polarization was also considered in the calculation in order to assess the magnetic properties of these compounds. Electron-ion interaction was represented by the norm-conserving optimized 25 designed nonlocal pseudopotentials. 
The deformation magnitudes δ from -0.012 to 0.012 in the step of 0.03 are applied in the first and second strain modes, and δ from -0.04 to 0.04 in the step 0.01 are adopted in the third strain mode. Once the independent elastic constants for single crystal properties are obtained through the above procedure, the elastic moduli (e.g., the shear modulus and the bulk modulus) of polycrystalline aggregates can be estimated according to the Voigt-Reuss-Hill approximation [33] [34] [35] . In the Voigt average 33 , the shear modulus and the bulk modulus of cubic lattice are given by
and
while in the Reuss average 34 they are given by
with the relations c 44 = s 
In the Hill empirical average 35 , the shear modulus and the bulk modulus are taken as
(B V + B R ), respectively. Knowing G and B, the Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio ν, which are frequently measured for polycrystalline materials when investigating their hardness, can be calculated from the isotropic relations:
and Table I .
In our calculations, the predicted lattice constant of InNCo 3 is slightly larger than that of InNNi 3 , which is oppsite to the trend reported in experiment 15 . This may be due to the deviation of the Ni/N atomic ratio from the ideal stoichiometry in experiment for InN y Ni 3 .
In addition, it can be seen that the deviations of the LDA (GGA) lattice constants of both the InNCo 3 and InNNi 3 with respect to the experimental values are less than 2.6% (1.0%).
That is to say, the calculated equilibrium lattice constants of InNCo 3 and InNNi 3 are in excellent agreement with the experimental data 15 .
B. Elastic properties
The calculated independent elastic constants for single crystal of InNCo 3 and InNNi 3
are listed in 
< B (ZnNNi 3 ). This could be understood from the trend in lattice constants (a) of these For a cubic crystal, its mechanical stability requires that its three independent elastic constants should satisfy the following relations 41 :
These conditions also lead to a restriction on the magnitude of B:
The predicted c ij values (see Table II and hence it is clearly seen that the spin-splitting occurs in the bands around the E F . For
InNCo 3 the profile of majority spin bands looks roughly similar to the one of minority spin bands, however only one band in the majority spin bands crosses the Fermi level and the corresponding band with same dispersion in the minority spin bands is unoccupied. In addition, two bands in the minority spin bands across the Fermi level of InNCo 3 (see Fig. 2(a) ).
For InNNi 3 the ferromagnetic state is not energetically preferable to the paramagnetic state, consequently, the majority and minority spin bands are degenerated, that is to say, no spinsplitting occurs in the band structure (see Fig. 2(b) ). It is interesting to note that the whole feature of majority spin bands of InNNi 3 is very similar to the one of 3 ).
The contributions of each kind of atoms to the DOS at the E F of InNCo 3 and InNNi 3
are listed in Table III . The total DOS at the E F of InNCo 3 is about 2.761 states/eV per formula unit (f.u.) in the GGA calculations, which is larger than that of InNNi 3 , and its main contribution comes from Co 3d states which accounts for 87%. For InNNi 3 in the GGA calculations, the contribution of Ni 3d states to the the total DOS at the E F (i.e., 1.803 states/eV.f.u.) accounts for 72%. These indicate the 3d states of transition metal atoms in InNCo 3 and InNNi 3 play dominant roles in the total dnesity of states of these compounds.
In order to understand the bonding nature among the ions in InNCo 3 and InNNi 3 , we analyzed the charge density contours of InNCo 3 and InNNi 3 in the(110) plane, as shown in Fig. 4 . From Fig. 4 , it is found that a were also found in other Ni-based ternary nitrides or carbides AXNi 3 10,14,37,38 . Therefore, our results suggest that the magnetic properties of InNNi 3 reported in experiment 15 are very likely due to the non-stoichiometry effect, which was also found in the cases of AlCNi 3 and
GaCNi 3 12,16-19 .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we performed the first-principles calculations to study the elastic and elec- is slightly stronger than the one between Co-3d and N-2p states in InNCo 3 because of the more 3d electrons in Ni.
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